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The Be Kind Pledge lists 10 skill sets of kindness. 
This month we are focusing on Be Considerate. 
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What does CONSIDERATE mean? 

The dictionary says considerate means being thoughtful of the 
rights and feelings of others. 

When you are considerate, you are not just thinking about yourself. 
You put others before yourself and you recognize that you are part 
of a community. You want what is best for everyone or everything 
around you. 

Being considerate means you pay attention to others and think 
before you speak.
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A Change in Perspective

Our perspectives naturally change over time. Think about the way 
you view our world today. Would you have the same view five years 
ago? You might think differently about some things as you grow 
over the years!

You may have disliked broccoli as a kid, but now you think it’s 
delicious! Maybe you were afraid of roller coasters, and now you 
may love them! 

The changes in our perspectives can be a result of many different 
factors. It could be based on experiences or education as you learn 
and grow.

You can learn more about how time changes perspectives by 
talking to your family! Talk to your parents, grandparents, and even 
your siblings to learn how we all think and see things differently 
over time!
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Cause and Effect

The most influential moments in history didn’t just happen out of 
thin air, something caused them to happen! Each historical event 
occurs from conditions and causes, and sometimes they have 
consequences that occur as well.

Think about some of the most historical moments that have 
happened in our nation’s history. What caused these events to 
happen? How did this event change our nation?

Self Reflection

Take some time to think about some of the most significant 
moments in your life and answer the questions below.

 What caused these moments to occur?

 What was the end result of these moments?

 What did you learn from this experience?

 Was it a positive experience?
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Know Your Events

Let’s test your history! Put these events in order of when they 
happened. 

1. Louisiana Purchase

2. 19th Amendment

3. Emancipation Proclamation

4. Boston Tea Party

5. “I Have A Dream” Speech

6. Apollo 11

7. September 11thAttack on the World Trade Center 

8. The Clean Air Act

9. North American Treaty signing

10. Dust Bowl
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Answer Key – Know Your Events

1. Boston Tea Party - 1773

2. Louisiana Purchase - 1803

3. Emancipation Proclamation - 1863

4. 19th Amendment - 1920

5. Dust Bowl - 1935

6. North American Treaty signing - 1949

7. “I Have A Dream” Speech – 1963

8. Apollo 11 - 1969

9. The Clean Air Act - 1970

10. September 11th Attack on the World Trade Center - 2001
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Academic Standards & References

D2.His.4.6-8. Analyze multiple 
factors that influenced the 
perspectives of people during 
different historical eras.

D2.His.5.6-8. Explain how
and why perspectives of 
people have changed over 
time.

D2.His.14.6-8. Explain
multiple causes and effects of
events and developments in
the past.

D2.His.15.6-8. Evaluate the
relative influence of various
causes of events and 
developments
in the past.
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